Don’t be duped

Business email compromise is
scamming more companies than ever.
Business email compromise (BEC) is hard to detect until it’s too late, and it hits
companies of all sizes. Fraudsters pretend be to someone you know and trust—often an
executive—in order to steal funds or sensitive data. Research shows that this $3.1 billion
problem shows no sign of slowing.

BEC or EAC (email account compromise)
is ruthless and on the rise.

75%

75% of a leading cybersecurity firm’s
customers experienced at least one BEC
attack just in the last quarter of 2016.

According to the FBI, there was a

2,370% INCREASE

in identified exposed BEC losses between
January 2015 and December 2016.

BEC has been reported in all 50 states
and in 131 countries.

−$448,464,415
The FBI created a new internet crime complaint form for this problem
last June. From June 2016 to December 2016, $448,464,415 in exposed
dollar loss has been reported by BEC victims.

How does BEC happen?
2/3 of all BEC attacks spoofed an email address
the recipient sees a familiar
name or domain and assumes
the email is safe to open.

From: JohnDoe@gmail.com

CEO impersonation
is often the way in for cyber criminals. But
they don’t limit their attacks to CEOs or
CFOs; employees in accounts payable, human
resources and engineering are also targeted.

Fraudsters use legitimate-sounding
email subject lines:

Subject: “Request”

21%

Subject: “Urgent”

21%

Subject: “Greeting”

12%

Subject: “Blank”

9%

Subject: “Where are you”

2%

5%

Subject: “FYI”

Subject:

“Payment”

30%

What are the BEC fraud trends to watch for?
Companies of all sizes are prone to BEC attacks

Fewer attacks on larger companies
succeed due to strong security, but those
that do, net a bigger payday.

Smaller companies may be less lucrative, but they
are easier targets. All organization are at risk.

Manufacturing, retail and technology
firms are targeted more often.

480%

In 2016, the FBI saw a 480%
increase in the number of BEC
complaints filed by title
companies who were scammed
during real estate transactions.

Buyers, sellers, agents and
lawyers are all targeted
Cyber criminals monitor the
real estate proceeding to
time a fraudulent request for
a change in payment type.

Five ways to protect your company
from compromise:
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2
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Verify any changes in vendor payment location through
layered authentication, such as a secondary sign-off.

Implement additional security procedures,
such as a two-step verification process.

Be supicious of requests for secrecy or
pressure to take action quickly.
Be cautious about the information you share on social and
company websites, especially job duties, heirarchal
information and out-of-office details.
Consider using the “Forward” option instead of “Reply” to
respond to any business emails, ensuring that you manually
type in or select the correct email address.

If you suspect fraud, contact your Wells Fargo representative, or call
1-888-937-9997, Monday through Friday, 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Pacific Time, and ask to have a Wells Fargo Dealer Services
Commercial Relationship Manager in your area contact you.
Unless noted, all stats are from The AFP Fraud and Control Survey, 2017.
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